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The motivation for the subfield:



A hint of asymptotic freedom for all couplings



A Rough History:

Prehistory: Fradkin, Vilkovisky, Tseytlin, Diennes, Kiritsis, Kounnas…

Start of “modern era”:

Claims that RW are wrong
-analysis in dimensional regularization
-couplings do not run

Claims that couplings do run:
- analysis using cutoff regularization

Claims that running couplings do not 
make sense



Then the press picks it up:







What is going on?

1) Dim-reg vs cutoff regularization – why the difference?

2) Running with (Energy)2

- dimensional coupling constant

3) Why don’t other effective field theories use running couplings?

4) Application in a physical process
- does the running coupling work?



Quick review – running couplings

1) Physical processes  - useful

2) Renormalization of the charge  - universal 

3) Wilsonian (only later, if time and interest suggest)



1) Physical processes – “useful”

with

Processes modified by vacuum polarization



Renormalization of the charge:

Residual effect gives running coupling:

with

Beta function:

Integrating the beta function:



Note for later applications:

Space-like vs time-like processes:

Imaginary part gives unitarity via physical intermediate states;

yields

Running coupling is the same for both space-like and time-like reactions

q2 < 0

q2 > 0



2) Renormalization of the charge – “universal”

Dimensional regularization:

One can read off the logarithms just knowing the divergences

Explains the universality of the running coupling constant
- tied uniquely to the renormalization of the charge

Cutoff regularization:

The cutoff dependence must trace the q2 dependence



General Relativity as an Effective Field Theory

Effective Field Theory
- general and practical technique
- separates known low energy physics from high energy phyiscs
- I will present only EFT with dimensionful coupling (like gravity)

What to watch for:
- presence of new operators in Lagraingian of higher order in energy expansion
- loops generate higher powers of the energy
- what gets renormalized (hint: the higher order operators)

Important fact used in power counting:



Key Steps
1) High energy effects are local (when viewed at low E)
Example = W exchange

=> local 4 Fermi interaction

Even loops 
=> local mass counterterm

Low energy particle propagate long distances:
Photon: 

rq
V 1~1~ 2Not local

Result:  High energy effects in local Lagrangian

....332211  LgLgLgL

Even if you don’t know the true effect, you know that it is local
-use most general local Lagrangian

Even in loops – cuts, imag. parts….



2) Energy Expansion

Order lagrangians by powers of  (low scale/high scale)N

Only a finite number needed to a given accuracy

Then:
Quantization: use lowest order Lagrangian
Renormalization: 
-U.V. divergences are local
- can be absorbed into couplings of local Lagrangian

Remaining effects are predictions

**



General Procedure

1) Identify Lagrangian
-- most general (given symmetries)
-- order by energy expansion

2) Calculate and renormalize
-- start with lowest order
-- renormalize parameters

3) Phenomenology
-- measure parameters
-- residual relations are predictions

Note: Two differences from textbook renormalizable field theory:
1) no restriction to renormalizable terms only
2) energy expansion



Parameters

1) L = cosmological constant

-this is observable only on cosmological scales
-neglect for rest of talk
-interesting aspects

2) Newton’s constant

3) Curvature –squared terms c1, c2
- studied by Stelle
- modify gravity at very small scales
-essentially unconstrained by experiment



Feynman quantized gravity in the 1960’s

Quanta = gravitons    (massless, spin 2)

Rules for Feynman diagrams given

Subtle features:
hmn has 4x4 components – only 2 are physical DOF!

-need to remove effects of unphysical ones

Gauge invariance (general coordinate invariance)
- calculations done in some gauge
-need to maintain symmetry

In the end, the techniques used are very similar to other gauge theories

Quantizing general relativity



Quantization
“Easy” to quantize gravity:

-Covariant quantization        Feynman deWitt
-gauge fixing
-ghosts fields

-Background field method     ‘t Hooft Veltman
-retains symmetries of GR
-path integral

Background field:

Expand around this background:

Linear term vanishes by Einstein Eq. 



Performing quantum calculations

Quantization was straightforward, but what do you do next?
- calculations are not as simple

Next step: Renormalization
-divergences arise at high energies
- not of the form of the basic lagrangian
- key role of dimensionful coupling constant

Solution:
- renormalize divergences into parameters of

the most general lagrangian (c1,c2…)

Power counting theorem:
-each graviton loopï2 more powers in energy expansion
-1 loop ï Order (∑g)4

-2 loop ï Order (∑g)6



Renormalization
One loop calculation:             ‘t Hooft and Veltman

Renormalize parameters in general action:

Note: Two loop calculation known in pure gravity          Goroff and Sagnotti

Order of six derivatves

Divergences are local:

Pure gravity
“one loop finite”
since Rmn=0

dim. reg. 
preserves 
symmetry



Corrections to Newtonian Potential JFD 1994
JFD, Holstein,
Bjerrum-Bohr 2002
Khriplovich and Kirilin
Other references later

Here discuss scattering
potential of two heavy 
masses.

Potential found using from

Classical potential has been well studied
Iwasaki
Gupta-Radford
Hiida-Okamura
Ohta et al



What to expect:
General expansion:

Classical expansion 
parameter

Quantum
expansion
parameter

Short
range

Relation to momentum space:

Momentum space 
amplitudes:

Classical            quantum         short
range

Non-analytic analytic



The calculation:

Lowest order:

Vertex corrections:

Vacuum polarization:
(Duff 1974)

Box and crossed box

Others:



Results:
Pull out non-analytic terms:
-for example the vertex corrections:

Sum diagrams:

Gives precession
of Mercury, etc
(Iwasaki ;
Gupta + Radford)

Quantum
correction



Where did the divergences go?

Recall: divergences like local Lagrangian ~R2

Also unknown parameters in local Lagrangian ~c1,c2

But this generates only “short distance term”
Note: R2 has 4 derivatives

Then: Treating R2 as perturbation R2

Local lagrangian gives only short range terms – renormalized couplings here

Equivalently could use equations of motion to generate contact operator:

generates local operator



Comments
1) Both classical and quantum emerge from a one loop calculation!

- classical first done by Gupta and Radford (1980)

1) Unmeasurably small correction:
- best perturbation theory known(!)

3) Quantum loop well behaved - no conflict of GR and QM

4) Other calculations
(Duff, JFD; Muzinich and Vokos; Hamber and Liu;
Akhundov, Bellucci, and Sheikh ;  Khriplovich and Kirilin )
-other potentials or mistakes

5) Why not done 30 years ago?
- power of effective field theory reasoning



Summary for purpose of this talk:

1) Loops do not modify the original coupling

2) Loops involved in renormalization of higher order coupling

3) Matrix elements expanded in powers of the momentum

4) Corrections to lowest order have two features
- higher order operators and power dependence
- loops also generate logarithms at higher order



Running couplings and gravity:

1) Usual RGE in EFT

2) Direct calculation of matrix elements

3) Critique of cut-off renormalization interpretation

4) Is the idea of a gravitationally corrected running coupling useful?



Standard EFT practice and Renormalization Group

Closest analogy is chiral perturbation theory:
- also carries dimensionful coupling and similar energy expansion

- renormalization and general behavior is analogous to GR

RGE: (Weinberg 1979, Colangelo, Buchler, Bijnens et al, M. Polyakov et al)

- Physics is independent of scale m in dim. reg
- One loop – 1/ e goes into renormalizaton of li

- comes along with specified ln m and ln q2 dependence
- Even better at two loops 

- two loops (hard) gives q4/e2 terms – correlated with q4 ln2 q2 /m2

- cancelled by one loop (easy) calculation using li
-RGE fixes leading (q2 ln q2)n behavior 



- Lowest order operator does not run
- Higher order operator gets renormalized
- With renormalization comes ln m dependence
- Can exploit for leading high power x leading log
-Tracks higher order log dependence (q2 ln q2 )
- Multiple higher order operators – different processes have different effects

This has been explored in depth:

For our purposes:



Also – process dependence

Wide variety of processes are described by li
- different combinations of  s, t, u, … and li enter into each process
- the single and double logs are also process dependent

Again a reason for not using a universal running coupling in EFT



Now consider gravity corrections to gauge interactions:

-we have done this in great detail for Yukawa        
- I will be schematic for gauge interactions in order to highlight key points

Lowest order operator:

Higher order operator

Equations of motion

Equivalent contact operator:

(Anber, 
El Houssienny,
JFD)



Direct calculation

Vertex (fermions on shell) found to be:

with



Physical process:

Think of the Lamb shift

Overall matrix element:

Describes the two reactions:

Renormalization of higher order operator:



Lamb shift analogy:

Leads to a contact interaction:

Influences S states only

- Corrections to vertex diagram gives q2 dependent terms

- Not counted as a running coupling



Similar in the modification of photon properties

Again looks like contact interaction:

Photon propagator correction:

Like



Can this be packaged as a running coupling?

Propose:

Is the amplitude equal to?

Recall

You can make the definition work for either process but not for both

- No universal definition 



Other forms of non-universality: 

Other processes have other divergences and other operators:

Lowest order:

Different higher order operator is relevant 

Calculation of the vertex corrections:

Different value for the correction (verified in Yukawa case)

Different correction to matrix element



What about calculations with dimensionful cutoff?
- above agrees with EFT logic and dim-reg conclusions
- new papers with cutoff make very different claim 

Quadradic dependence on the cutoff:
- different methods but find effective action

Work with:

, ,

Toms and others interpret this as a running coupling constant



But this cutoff dependence is unphysical artifact
- wavefuntion/charge renormalization
- disappears from physical processes

The quadratic cutoff dependence disappears in physical processes

After renormalization, obtain exactly the dim-reg result:

1) Quadratic cutoff dependence is NOT running of charge
2) Agreement of different schemes



Summary of gauge coupling section:

-We have addressed renormalization of effective field theories

-Organized as a series of operators

- Running coupling is NOT an accurate description of quantum loops
in the EFT regime

- Confusion in the literature is understood as misunderstanding of 
results calculated with a dimensionful cutoff

-There is no scheme dependence to physical processes

Could gravity influenced running couplings eventually play a role?
- Maybe after EFT regime



How a running coupling could work with gravity- λφ4:

- mixing when renormalized at high renormalization scale
either on shell

or off shell

is special

Direct and crossed channels both occur in
every amplitude and in every loop

Higher order operator vanishes on-shell

renormalized at one loop

-but vanishes since



Definition has no obvious flaws at one loop

Because of s,t,u symmetry, and vanishing next order operator
amplitude does not have the problems of gauge theory amplitudes

from

Can define renormalized coupling at 

IR



Gravity itself and asymptotic safety

A.S. = Hypothesis of Eudlidean UV fixed point

Pure gravity may be more like:

Under consideration: Anber, JFD

- s, t u symmetry
- next order operator vanishes R2

- polarization variables may spoil perfect symmetry

, ,

Generally – can we define a running G(q2) in perturbative region?



Lets look at graviton –graviton scattering
Lowest order amplitude:

One loop:   Dunbar and Norridge



Infrared divergences are not issue:

-soft graviton radiation
-made finite in usual way
1/e -> ln(1/resolution) (gives scale to loops)
-cross section finite

JFD +
Torma

Correction is positive in physical region:
- increases strength of interaction



Gravity matter coupling again has kinematic problem:

A.S. community has not yet addressed addressed matter couplings:
- do matter couplings track that of pure gravity?

Recall:

Including all diagrams:

Excluding box plus crossed box:

Either way 
– kinematic problem, plus result seems disconnected from pure gravity
- useful and universal? 



Components of log in matter coupling 

Lowest order:

Vertex corrections:

Vacuum polarization:
(Duff 1974)

Box and crossed box

Others:

-42/3

+43/15

+94/3

+44-56


